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Abstract: The design of gamified experiences following the one-fits-all approach uses the same game
elements for all users participating in the experience. The alternative is adaptive gamification, which
considers that users have different playing motivations. Some adaptive approaches use a (static)
player profile gathered at the beginning of the experience; thus, the user experience fits this player
profile uncovered through the use of a player type questionnaire. This paper presents a dynamic
adaptive method which takes players’ profiles as initial information and also considers how these
profiles change over time based on users’ interactions and opinions. Then, the users are provided with
a personalized experience through the use of game elements that correspond to their dynamic playing
profile. We describe a case study in the educational context, a course integrated on Nanomoocs,
a massive open online course (MOOC) platform. We also present a preliminary evaluation of the
approach by means of a simulator with bots that yields promising results when compared to baseline
methods. The bots simulate different types of users, not so much to evaluate the effects of gamification
(i.e., the completion rate), but to validate the convergence and validity of our method. The results
show that our method achieves a low error considering both situations: when the user accurately
(Err = 0.0070) and inaccurately (Err = 0.0243) answers the player type questionnaire.

Keywords: gamification; adaptive gamification; player types

1. Introduction

The use of game mechanics in non-gaming contexts, which is known as gamification,
has come into play to encourage and motivate user’s behaviors. The design of gamification
should pursue a clear objective. For example, a gamified fair [1] was designed to motivate
users to rate the experience of visiting a fair. Another gamified application was created
with the goal of connecting students online and was designed to engage them in sharing
documents and insights about their classes [2]. The gamification of a massive open online
course (MOOC) aimed to foster students’ engagement and therefore increase the completion
rate of courses [3].

The design of gamified experiences usually adopts the one-fits-all approach, which
may fail as a result of considering that all users have the same profile. An alternative
strategy is adaptive gamification, which considers that users have different motivations
during their interaction in gamified systems. Adaptive gamification is based on player type
classifications. A pioneering, representative work on adaptive gamification was proposed
by Lavoue et al. [4]. They gathered information about the user profiles (i.e., player types) at
the beginning of the experience and then suggested to the users game elements that fit those
(static) profiles. However, this initial player profile may either be inaccurately input by the
user or may evolve slightly over time [5] and therefore, sometimes the suggested game
elements do not completely correspond to the real profile. Additionally, adaptive gamified
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systems usually take the most predominant player type to show the user game elements
related to this predominant player type, with the drawback of ignoring other player types
that may also characterize the user, so several player types should be considered, not only
the predominant one [6].

In this paper, we extended our proposal of (dynamic) adaptive gamification presented
in [7]. It used initial players’ profiles, gathered from the HEXAD questionnaire [8], as
well as information about users’ interactions and while using the system. The goal of
gamification was to foster users’ engagement and thereby motivate the completion of
online activities such as learning activities in a course or employees’ progress report in a
company. Concretely, we presented a case study focused on an STEM course integrated on
Nanomoocs, a MOOCS platform. The case study first shows a real example of adaptive
gamification in the educational field, and secondly, helps illustrate the elements that our
method is based upon. Moreover, we depict the software architecture of the adaptive
gamification system. Although evaluations of the effects of gamification are commonly
carried out with users, this paper also presents an analysis of the proposed strategy using
bots. The bots simulate different types of users, not so much to evaluate the effects of
gamification (i.e., completion rate), but to validate the convergence and validity of our
method. The results show that our method achieves a low error considering both situations:
when the user accurately (Err = 0.0070) and inaccurately (Err = 0.0243) answers the player
type questionnaire.

2. Previous Work

In this section, we first present research works concerning the data needed for the
adaptation (player modeling), and then we focus on studies that describe the adaptation
strategy: the context (educational systems, collaborative systems) and how the adaptation
is carried out (static, dynamic).

2.1. Player Modeling

User-centered techniques have been proposed to correlate game elements and different
user profiles [8,9]. Some of these techniques have focused on specific user characteristics
such as motivation [10], personality traits [11,12], learning styles [13], player types [4], and
types of interaction with different activities [14]. Others combined different characteristics,
such as [15] which took into account learning styles and player types to determine the
types of educational activities and game elements to include in a learning pathway. In
contrast, ref. [16] suggested using the context, interactions, gender and player type to
decide, through rules, the next game element to display. Other works instead focused on
emotions to predict the individual’s performance in gamified tasks, which is information
that could potentially be used to adapt the game features [17].

Specifically, in current adaptive gamification approaches, the most commonly used
taxonomies of player types are Bartle [18], BrainHex [19] and HEXAD [20]. These tax-
onomies allow us to easily identify player types from questionnaires as well as establish the
correspondence between these player types and the game elements [9]. A recent study [21]
proposed the so-called MoMo (motivational value model), a new prediction model that
combines the four categorization models—Hexad, Bartle, Big Five and BrainHex. MoMo
was validated along with Bartle and BrainHex using health applications. Results showed
that it could predict players’ preferences better than the individual models.

Questionnaires allow for the characterization of the player type of a user with a set of
ratings. They determine the player type prior to the experience. For example, the HEXAD
model distinguishes between six player types (achiever, player, philanthropist, disruptor,
socializer and free spirit), and as result of the questionnaire, the user can obtain the
following ratings: achiever 25%, player 18%, philanthropist 21%, disruptor 8%, socializer
10% and free spirit 5%. The decision of the final player type—and thus the most appropriate
game element—usually relies on the predominant rating [4] or a combination of them [22].
As an alternative to questionnaires, a recent study [23] proposed to predict HEXAD player
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types through gameful applications. The authors created two applications. An interactive
one resembling a questionnaire but with appealing look and gameful feedback, and another
application in which users interacted with gamification elements by shooting snowballs.
The former correctly predicted player types but the latter did not show sufficient variance to
reliably predict HEXAD player types. However, users interacted with gamification elements
that fitted their player type, which seemed promising and worthy of further study.

In this work, we relied on the HEXAD player model and used the questionnaire
as proposed and validated by [24]. However, it should be noted that in all the studies
analyzed, the no-player type of player was not taken into consideration, a fact that suggests
that, in some cases, the use of gamification is more detrimental than beneficial [25]. Thus,
we also added the no-player player type to the HEXAD taxonomy, and we also considered
for each user the assessment of all their ratings included in their player type.

Certainly, as supported by different studies [26], the interpretation of the results of
these questionnaires may not be very reliable. Even if the questionnaire is valid, the
answers may be somewhat random or the results at the beginning may not persist during
the experience depending on the moment or the mood of the user. In fact, in addition to
questionnaires, some proposals in the literature also gathered user feedback on learning
activities [14], or scores on different game elements during the experience. Thus, inspired
by these works, we enriched the user model obtained from the initial questionnaire by
means of user interactions and opinions during the course of the activity. Therefore, we will
base the adaptation of the game mechanics to the “real” and “dynamic” user profile using
two types of interactions: on the one hand, the interactions with the game elements; and
on the other hand, the opinions that the user can give at certain moments regarding those
elements. Thus, using both types of interactions, we will refine the player types during the
experience, and consequently, the game elements will be activated.

2.2. Adaptation Strategy

Recent literature reviews have analyzed adaptive gamification in educational and
collaborative systems [8,27]. In the educational context, different studies linked game
elements to students’ motivation and their player and learner type [11,13,28,29]. These
studies laid the groundwork on which adaptation studies were constructed upon, which
brought a variety of contributions from adaptation engine architectures [16,30] to evaluating
gamification effectiveness [4,31,32]. The main needs of adaptive gamification systems
emerging from the literature analysis in education are to enhance learners’ models, to
explore different adaptation methods, especially dynamic adaptation, and to assess the
long-term impact of gamification in learner performance or motivation.

Furthermore, gameful applications for motivating ones; participation in collabora-
tive systems spread between serious games [33,34] and gamified experiences [35]. There
were different approaches to adaptation in gamified collaborative systems. These in-
clude difficulty adaptation, which that either be based on the player behavior (player’s
performance) [36,37] or based on the global behavior of a group of players [38], adaptive
curriculum guidance [39,40], storytelling and content adaptation [41,42], adaptive pre-
sentation [43], and motivational interventions [32,44]. Our research work relates to the
last two approaches as it presents to the user those game elements that fit their profile to
motivate them to complete the course. Moreover, Ayastui et al. [27] formalized adapta-
tion strategies and proposed a new taxonomy—gamification elements adaptation strategy
(GEAS)—for the adaptation of gamification elements. The so-called full GEAS strategy
refers to the adaptation that applies different gamification elements at different moments
depending on the estimated user preferences [40,45]. Single GEAS adjusts some features of
the gamification elements according to players’ behavior [32,46]. Our research situates in
full the GEAS element of the taxonomy as our adaptation provides different game elements
depending on the MOOC’s learners’ profile and their behavior along the course.

Nevertheless, there is still room for improvement regarding dynamic adaptation,
where we find few studies. Lavoue [4] proposed a matrix factorization model similar to
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those used in recommender systems. They used two matrices: one defining the player
types of all users and the other representing how the game elements match the player types.
They combined these two matrices to obtain game elements’ scores for each user, and then
they selected the element with the highest score. Another study [15] defined an off-line
Q-Learning algorithm to generate an adaptive learning path for the user. The authors
specified an S-Table and a Q-Table that represented the corresponding state at each taken
action, and the Q-values of each action in each state, respectively. Both tables were the same
for all the profiles. Nevertheless, the R-Table (the reward of each action in each state) was
specific for each learning-player profile. All of them considered adapting game elements to
the initial player’s profile, keeping the player type static throughout the experience.

Our adaptive algorithm is based on a matrix factorization model similar to [4], which
allows the recalculation of the player type, i.e., of all player ratings, during the experience
in order to adapt the game element to the user model at any given moment. In this initial
study, adaptation is based on activating one of the most appropriate game elements at any
time depending on the recalculated player type.

3. Runtime Method for Adaptive Gamification

In this section, we present our proposal for adaptive gamification. First, we introduce
the main definitions our method is based on: (i) the HEXAD player type model, including
the non-player type; (ii) the selected game elements as a subset of those proposed by
Tondello [24]; and (iii) we defined the matrices and vectors of ratings and interactions
implied in our algorithm. Second, we describe how we match these player types with their
corresponding game elements using an extended matrix factorization method [4].

3.1. Previous Definitions
3.1.1. Player Type

An essential concept for adaptive gamification is the player type model, which classi-
fies what kind of game elements maximizes user motivation. As we mentioned above, we
based ourselves on the HEXAD player typology, adding the non-player type [20]. Player
types are defined as

PT = {pt1, pt2, . . . , pt7} (1)

The player types pti are explained below:

1. Disruptor: motivated by the ability to modify the system;
2. Free spirit: motivated by the ability to freely explore the system;
3. Achiever: motivated by the ability to win challenges and unlock hidden content.;
4. Player: motivated by the game itself;
5. Philanthropist: motivated by the ability to share goods and help other users;
6. Socializer: motivated by social connections;
7. Non-player: users who do not like to play.

The player type of a particular user is represented as a vector of length 7, PR, where
each component ri represents its ratings for each player type, so the values vary between
0 and 1, PR = (r1, r2, · · · , r7). For example, a user can be 20% disruptor, 10% free spirit,
30% achiever, 40% player, 40% socializer, 10% philanthropist and 0% no-player, which is
encoded with the vector (0.2, 0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.4, 0.1, 0). Since the user’s player type changes
over time, we define PR(t) as the player ratings at the time t as

PR(t) = (r(t)1 , r2
(t), · · · , r7

(t)) (2)

3.1.2. Game Element

Based on the correlation analysis of the HEXAD player types with 52 game design
elements performed by Tondelo et al. [24], we selected a subset of 14 game elements (see
Table 1) covering the whole spectrum of player types (see Figure 1). The 52 game design
elements were grouped by player types using the correlation value of each player type’s
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mean score and the corresponding design elements’ mean score per user. In our study,
considering the fact that all game elements are equally motivating for one player type, we
selected at least two of those: one related to its nature itself (for example, the Easter Egg
game element is specific to the free spirit players and not others), and another considered
complementary or additional for another type of player, if it exists (for example, the social
status is specific to the socializer but is also an additional game element for player types
such as disruptor or player). It should be noted that in the analysis carried out by [24],
they did not find game elements correlated to the philanthropist player type. Then, we
opted to include two of the philanthropist game mechanics suggested by [20] (knowledge
sharing and gifting). There are no game elements associated to non-player type. Moreover,
the educational context of our application further helped us either select or discard the
game elements for each player type. For example, a development tools mechanism can
be implemented as a prize that allows disruptors to change the system, e.g., change the
design of badges. Nevertheless the anarchic gameplay mechanism of disruptors is not
adequate for a massive online open course because its implementation can go against the
learning objectives.

Game elements are defined as

GE = (ge1, ge2, . . . , ge14) (3)

The game elements, gei, are briefly explained below:

1. Development tool: allows the player user to create certain gamification mechanics
such as badges, challenges and unlockables.

2. Challenge: the player must overcome a challenge, such as reaching a certain level and
solving a problem in a certain time;

3. Easter egg: the mechanism consists of an image which, when pressed five consecutive
times, allows access to a mini-game;

4. Unlockable: when a player overcomes a certain challenge, a hidden content is un-
locked, which can be a message, a mini-game, etc.;

5. Badge: awarded to the player when they manage to complete a difficult task;
6. Level: shows the user’s progress in completing a task, subdivided into levels;
7. Point: the player gains score, experience, virtual money, etc.;
8. Leaderboard: displays a ranking of scores;
9. Gift Opener: the player opens gifts they have received;
10. Lottery: game of chance (roulette) that allows players to increase their scores;
11. Social network: a small social network that allows players to create a profile, add

friends and view their profiles;
12. Social status: collection of rankings of players based on their scores, especially those

related to social interactions, such as the number of followers, visitors, etc.;
13. Share knowledge: the player sends help messages to everyone in a group;
14. Gift: the player sends gifts to other users.

It is worth mentioning that each game element does not target only one type of player
but can motivate different types of players. Thus, the i-th game element, gei, has associated
a vector of motivation indexes GMi, where each component, mj, is the percentage of
motivation it can cause in one of the seven types of players, pj. For example, the fifth game
element “Badge” (see Figure 1) can motivate users with both achiever (pt3) and player (pt4)
player types, then the GM5 = (0, 0, 0.5, 0.5, 0, 0, 0, 0):

GMi = (m1, m2, . . . , m7) ∀i = 1 . . . 14 (4)

Therefore, we define the matrix, M as

M = (GMi)1≤i≤14 = (mij)1≤i≤14, 1≤j≤7 (5)
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where the rows of this matrix are indexed by the game elements, and the columns by the
player types. Thus, mi,j represents the percentage of motivation (motivation index) that the
i-th game element produces for the j-th type of player.

Finally, as can be appreciated on the right-hand side of Figure 1, the utility of using a
game element, U(t), can be computed from the matrix M and the player type ratings, PR(t).

Table 1. Table of the distribution of game elements, gei, according to their primary player types and
their additional player types.

Player Type Game Elements Additional Player Types [24]

Disruptor Development Tools Free Spirit
Creativity Tools (Challenges) Player, Achiever, Free Spirit

Free Spirit Unlockable -
Easter Egg Player

Achiever Badge Player
Level of Progression Player

Player Lottery -
Leaderboard -
Gift Opener (Prizes) -
Points -

Socializer Social Network Free Spirit
Social Status -

Philanthropist Share Knowledge -
Gifting -

Figure 1. Fourteen selected game elements, gei, enumerated by i = 1, . . . , 14. Each color represents
one player type, ptj, (j = 1, . . . , 7). The vector PR(t) defines the player ratings of a user and the matrix
M stores all the motivation values that the i-th game element produces for the j-th player type. The
game element with the highest utility is the item that will be presented to the user. As an example, the
game element 8-th, the leaderboard, is highlighted to represent the next game element to be shown to
the user.

3.1.3. Interaction Index

Our method uses the so-called interaction index to determine whether a game element
motivates the user. We define it as the percentage of the user’s interaction with each
game element at time t. This is represented by a vector of length 14 (the number of game
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elements), S(t) = (s(t)1 , s(t)2 , · · · , s(t)14 ). The interaction index of the i-th game element, s(t)i , is
defined by

s(t)i = 1− e
−
(

o(t)i
n(t)i − n(t−1)

i
τ
(t)
i − τ

(t−1)
i

)
(6)

where

τ
(t)
i : the display time, i.e., the time interval for which the game element has been displayed

until time t;
n(t)

i : the number of interactions at time t;

o(t)i : the opinion, i.e., the user assessment of the game element. This is a value between 0
and 1. Opinions from 1 to 5 stars correspond to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1, respectively.

Note that Equation (6) encodes the interaction index as a number between 0 and
1. If there are no interactions between time t and t + 1, the interaction index is 0 (since

(n(t)
i − n(t−1)

i ) is 0). The interaction speed is (
n(t)

i − n(t−1)
i

τ
(t)
i − τ

(t−1)
i

). Then, the interaction index

tends to 1 as the interaction speed increases.
The opinion o(t)i modulates the interaction speed: s(t)i tends to be faster than 1 when

o(t)i is near 1 than when o(t)i is near 0.

3.1.4. Activities

Considering that any serious context to be gamified is composed of activities (e.g., ex-
ercises, videos, readings), game elements unfold as a result of users performing n activities:

A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} (7)

Then, users’ experience in the system consists of a series of activities with intertwined
gamification elements: a1, a2, gei, a3, a4, a5, gej, . . . , an, where gei, gej, . . . ,∈ GE. The
timing of gei appearing in this sequence of activities is actually defined by the gamifica-
tion designer, who is the teacher in the case of MOOCs. Note that the teacher receives
some recommendations regarding how to alternate activities and gamification elements
in the course. For example, adding game elements after hard learning activities, such as
reading a long text, is highly recommended, while in more entertaining activities, such as
infographics, the subsequent use of game elements is not as essential.

3.2. Adaptive Method

Our method relies on the fact that the participant’s inner player type (or real player
type, RPT) may evolve slightly (i.e., is dynamic) during the experience. We therefore
assume that this inner profile at the start of the experience, RPT0, can be approximated by
an initial player type, PR(0), using known and validated questionnaires [20]. Furthermore,
we assume that the users’ behavior—interactions with and opinions of game elements—
reveal their real player type, RPTt. Thus, we will take into account this behavior to
approximate a different PR(t) during the experience. To recompute the player type in each
iteration t, our algorithm takes into account the current PR(t) as well as the interactions
that users made with the different game elements and how they rated them.

Once the type of initial player is defined, our method iteratively updates the player
profile of the user at time t, PR(t), and thus calculates the utility of showing one or another
game element to the user, ge(t)i . Each iteration consists of the three steps depicted in Figure 2
(considering the definitions introduced in Section 3.1). The steps are: (1) obtain PR(t+1);
(2) score the utility of showing a game element to a user at a specific time t + 1 (denoted by
U(t+1)); and (3) select which game element to activate based on the assigned scores.
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Figure 2. Steps to compute the utility of showing a gei associated to a user at time t + 1. Blue circles
indicate the constant data of our method. All other elements define dynamic values that change
over time.

In the first step, we compute the new player type ratings, PR(t+1):

PR(t+1) = (1− ε) PR(t) + ε (M+ · S(t)) (8)

where

PR(t): the player type of the user at time t;
S(t): the interaction indexes;
ε: to avoid extreme fluctuations between PR(t) and PR(t+1), where 0 < ε < 1—the value
of this parameter should be tuned experimentally;
M+: the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse matrix of M, needed in order to interpret S(t) and
PR(t) in the same space.

In the second step, once we calculated the new player profile, we compute the util-
ities as indicated in the top right-hand side of Figure 1, using the matrix M defined in
Equation (5):

U(t+1) = M · PR(t+1) (9)

Finally, in the third step, we select the next game element to display considering the ith
component of U(t)

‖U(t)‖1
as the probability of choosing the ith game element using a weighted

random choice (‖·‖1 is the `1-norm).

4. Case Study
4.1. Adaptive Gamification in Nanomoocs

Nanomoocs is an innovative massive open online course (MOOC) platform consisting
of online courses designed as training pills. They are focused on well-identified user
segments, with a systematized instructional design, high-quality audiovisual content,
and incorporating technologies to improve learning such as peer review, personalization,
gamification and emotions recognition. Concretely, our case study of adaptive gamification
focuses on the course entitled “What can we do with the plastics in the sea?”, intended for
secondary school students aged between 14 and 15 years.

The course aims to develop the critical thinking and problem-solving skills of students
regarding the topic of plastics in the sea. Students must follow a scientific method and
reason about how to solve the problem of plastic discharges into the sea. They have
to look for, contrast and select information sources and digital media in order to build
new knowledge on the problem of plastics in the sea. They will analyze in a critical way
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how plastics affect the life of living beings, find out about and analyze different forms of
extraction and transformation of plastic, and finally carry out a decision-making process in
order to propose preventive and solution measures. The course consists of four formative
units, each containing activities (Ai) such as videos, interactive info-graphics, readings and
questionnaires (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Nanomoocs about plastics in the sea.

Gamification elements (gei) appear when the participants complete a number of
activities. For example, when students complete an interactive infographics and a posterior
questionnaire and just after the completion of the questionnaire a gamification element (GE)
unfolds to motivate and reward the student for the work performed. As the gamification
system is adaptive, different students will be awarded with different gamification elements
depending on their player type (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Two game scenarios exist for the same activity: on the left, the enabled game element for a
socializer player; on the right, the activated game element for an achiever/player user.

The adaptive system needs an initial player profile of the participant which is gath-
ered through a player type questionnaire (https://www.gamified.uk/UserTypeTest2016,
accessed on 1 December 2020) [20] that the students answer at the beginning of the course.
The result of the questionnaire is the initial information the system has about the participant,

https://www.gamified.uk/UserTypeTest2016
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i.e., the way they like to play. The information gathered by this questionnaire has been
referred to before in this paper as PR(0)—player ratings at time 0. The gamified system
then incorporates this profile in a dashboard that shows each user their player type (see
Figure 4 and Table 2).

Table 2. The six game scenarios related to the activation of the fourteen game elements.

Disruptor Free Spirit

Achiever Philanthropist

Socializer Player

Note that we face two different scenarios when asking participants to fill in the player
type questionnaire. The first scenario is when the participant fills in the questionnaire
conscientiously and thoroughly and the adaptive system then uses an initial player type
data, PR0, which is approximately equal to the real player type RPT0, i.e., RPT0 ' PR(0),
as can be seen in the top of Figure 5. The second scenario occurs when the participant
answers the questionnaire in an unreliable and untrustworthy way, i.e., the results of the
questionnaire, PR(0), are far from the RPT0, i.e., RPT0 6' PR(0), as can be seen in the bottom
of Figure 5.

Figure 5. Player type questionnaire results as PR0 (player type ratings at time 0) versus real player
type RPT0.
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We also consider the case of participants that do not want to play (non-player type),
and consequently do not answer the questionnaire. In this case, we have no initial informa-
tion about the player type profile, but the system gives the user the opportunity to join in
the gamified experience, when the user shows any interest in the random game mechanics
that will appear during the experience. If there is no interest, the system will cancel the
adaptive gamification for the non-player user.

4.2. Adaptive Gamification: Software Architecture

Our system is based on a service-oriented architecture in which the gamification
system resides on an external server as it is shown in Figure 6. In our case, the learning
management system edX (https://www.edx.org, accessed on 1 November 2021) hosts the
Nanomoocs course and uses the gamification service through a restful API.

The edX platform uses so-called XBlocks as basic units to define activities within the
course units. Thus, a specific gamification XBlock was created to encapsulate the calls to
the external gamification API to ask for the next game element ge(t)i to be displayed once
the user completes the activity. Moreover, that XBlock is in charge of displaying the game
element as well as monitoring the user’s behavior with this game element. It captures
the user’s interactions n(t)

i , the display time τ
(t)
i and the user’s opinions o(t)i that the user

realizes in the game element. Every 15 s, all these interactions are sent to our adaptive
method, running in an external gamification module (see the right part of Figure 6), to
update the player profile, PR(t). This means that the iteration frequency of our method is
approximately 15 s in an attempt to have enough time to gather information about changes
in user behavior without overloading the system.

Figure 6. Software architecture to extend edX with adaptive gamification.

Therefore, when users access the course, they fill in the player type questionnaire
(integrated within the course as another possible activity) and this first player rating, PR(0),
is sent to the gamification server. From this point on, the user performs learning activities
within the learning management system (LMS) and when some of them are finished, an
event calls to the gamification service using the gamification XBlocks (see the =Nanomoocs
timeline in Figure 3). At this point, edX obtains the next game element to be displayed,
ge(t)i , according to the current player ratings, PR(t). This game element will be displayed in
the edX course via an HTML file, which also contains JavaScript calls to the API to monitor
the user’s interactions, and the display time they spend on that game element. The users

https://www.edx.org
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are also able to give their opinion about the active game element. Finally, the displayed
game element will be enabled in the user’s dashboard. Later on, the user will be able to
consult all the game elements that they have already activated. Furthermore, the dashboard
is an HTML file that performs calls to the gamification service to update user information
at any time.

5. Adaptive Method Evaluation
5.1. Simulation System

We assume that an adaptive gamification strategy works if the game element proposed
to the users fit their “real” player profile at any time t. Considering that we simulate the
player using a bot, in the following, we note the “real” profile of the bot as RPT0, and its
player type rating at time t as PR(t). We also assume that the bot’s real player type does
not change over time, RPTt = RPT0, in such a way that we can measure the convergence
of our algorithm to a particular player type.

The values of RPT0 come from a dataset containing user types HEXAD test results
(https://gamified.uk/UserTypeTest2016/user-type-test-results.php, accessed on 1 Novem-
ber 2021), where 42,782 tests were carried out, obtaining average type scores for all the
modalities of players. We selected the eleven most representative modalities (see Table Sum-
mary in previous URL) and their corresponding average type scores (see also Table Average
Type Scores). For instance, the Achiever modality appears in 12% of tests and its average
scores are RPT0 = (0.12, 0.18, 0.20, 0.16, 0.16, 0.17, 0.0) meaning 12% disruptor, 18% free
spirit, 20% achiever, 16% player, 16% socializer, 17% philanthropist, and 0% non-player.

Bearing in mind that a real user would either reliably (accurately) or unreliably (inac-
curately) answer the HEXAD questionnaire at the beginning of the gamified experience,
our bot simulates users’ responses accurately or somewhat randomly. Therefore, we define
PR(0) as being close to RPT0 (RPT0 ' PR(0)) or far away from (RPT0 6' PR(0)). To do
so, if the reliability is low, the bot rating PR(0) is the furthest non-null scores from RPT0
in Table Average Type Scores. Otherwise, if the reliability is high, the bot takes its PR(0)

as RPT0. Note that when the bot simulates accurate responses to the questionnaire, it is
desirable that the value of PR(t) remains close to RPT0, while when it simulates inaccurate
answers, it is convenient that PR(t) converges to RPT0 when t → ∞. Figure 7 shows the
real profile of the bot and its initial player type rating, PR(0), computed far from or the same
as RPT0 in function of whether the questionnaire was reliably (accurately) or unreliably
(inaccurately) “answered” respectively. Note that this figure is the counterpart of Figure 5
for the simulations using bots.

Figure 7. Bot’s player type initial rating, PR0, versus real bot’s player type.

The bot simulates the interaction with the game elements (recall interaction indexes,
S(t), and τ

(t)
i , n(t)

i , o(t)i as input data of s(t)i in the bottom left of Figure 2, and Equation 6).

https://gamified.uk/UserTypeTest2016/user-type-test-results.php
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To do so, we used two variables: the time between two consecutive interactions, >(t)
i , and

the opinion, Θ(t)
i , defined as

>(t)
i = −9.5(GMi · RPT0) + 10 (10)

Θ(t)
i =

1
5
round

(
4(GMi · RPT0) + 1

)
(11)

where i corresponds to the game element (gei) selected by the method. Thus:

• If the game element (gei) fits the real bot’s profile (RPT0), the bot interacts more

frequently than otherwise. Therefore, >(t)
i reflects this behavior by taking values from

0.5 (frequent interactions) to 10 (longer time between interactions);
• Regarding n(t)

i , we consider that the bot interacts once every >(t)
i ;

• The opinion can be calculated in a similar way using Θ(t)
i .

Figure 8 shows the main characteristics of the simulation system. Note that it is the
counterpart of Figure 6, where edX and the real user are substituted by the bot generation
system and their simulated behaviors, while the gamification system remains unchanged.
That is, the bot’s behavior and the adaptive algorithm work independently; therefore, the
bot behaves exclusively in function of its player profile. The main differences in Figure 8 are:
(1) the initialization of the PR(0) is performed by the most common cases of player types,
which are stored in a database; (2) the real bot player type is defined from these initial player
types (RPT0); and (3) the inputs of our method, i.e., PR(t) and users’ interactions—their
game element display times and opinions—are based on the bot real player type (RPT).

Regarding the parameters of our method, we settled the ε value to 0.001. As mentioned
above, we define this ε to compute the new player type ratings at each iteration. Setting ε
to a low value, we achieve low fluctuations between two consecutive player types without
losing the influence of the interactions and the opinions of the user (see Equation (8)).
Moreover, to perform the simulations as close as possible to the real case with users, we
generate interactions and the bot’s opinions every 15 s to update the player type, although
the execution time of each iteration is lower.

Figure 8. Evaluation infrastructure: on the left, the simulation system of bots; and on the right, the
gamification system that takes bots’ profiles instead of users’ profiles.
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5.2. Results

Once how the bot simulates a real user has been stated, we will consider three methods
in function of whether the value of PR(t) is fixed or variable along the time (A—constant
player rating; B—random dynamic player rating; and C—our method: dynamic player rating),
assuming that the bot has previously answered the HEXAD questionnaire (fixing PR(0)).
Moreover, we define how the error is computed to compare the three methods. For each
method, we analyze two cases (accurate answers, inaccurate answers).

1. Method A—Constant PR(0): a constant player rating, PR(t+1) = PR(0), is assigned at
any time. In this case, we use Equation (9) to calculate U(t+1) once and always use its
maximal component.
We calculate the error as follows. Since PR(t+1) = PR(0), the distance is simply
calculated as Err = |RPT0 − PR(0)|. Note that if the user has accurately answered the
questionnaire, we have Err = 0;

2. Method B—Random dynamic PR(t): a dynamic player rating PR(t+1) is randomly
chosen at each time t and then, the game element selected to be shown is also the
maximal component of U(t+1)

i . Note that this method is equivalent to picking a
random game element.
In this method, we compute the error as the average distance between RPT0 and
a random point p ∈ {(x1, . . . , x7) ∈ [0, 1]7 : ∑7

i=1 xi = 1} using the average dis-
tance of random points in a unit hypercube (average distance of random points in a
unit hypercube, https://martin-thoma.com/curse-of-dimensionality/, accessed on
1 November 2021).

3. Method C—Our method, dynamic PR(t): a dynamic player rating PR(t+1) is com-

puted according the s(t)i defined by Equation (6). The bot then simulates τ
(t)
i , n(t)

i ,

and o(t)i using >(t)
i and Θ(t)

i . The game element selected to be shown is a weighted
random choice of U(t+1) (see step 3 in Figure 2).
In this method, we calculate the error Err based on the distances between PR(t) and
RPT0 for all t from 1 to n_iter:

Err =
1

n_iter

n_iter

∑
t=1
|RPT0 − PR(t)| (12)

Experiments were performed using the gamification software described in Figure 8
and run on a Windows 10, Intel Core i7 processor with 8GB RAM. Table 3 shows the mean
errors (i.e., the distance between PR(t) and the real player profile RPT0) and the standard
deviation (SD) obtained by the three methods: (A) constant player ratings; (B) random
dynamic player ratings; and (C) our method dynamic player ratings. In the simulations,
the initial setup of a bot consists of its RPT0 “real” player type, i.e., what define its playing
behavior, and its approximated player type PR0, i.e., the results of its player type ques-
tionnaire. We analyzed the three methods on two cases (accurate and inaccurate answers).
Moreover, we define the worst and the best scenarios in all methods.

The worst scenario is defined by the bot that produces the biggest error in method C.
Similarly, the best scenario is defined by the bot that produces the smallest error in method
C. Then, Table 3 also depicts the errors obtained by those bots in methods A, B and C that
started the simulation using the same RTP0 and PR0 as the bots in the best and the worst
scenarios of C. In method A, as we take into account PR(t) = PR(0) = RPT0, accurate
answers are the ideal case (Err = 0). However, with inaccurate ones the mean error
grows to 0.0311. Moreover, both cases of method B have similar errors (Err = 0.08024 and
Err = 0.08027 in accurate and inaccurate answers, respectively), because there is a random
selection of player type ratings and thus, they are almost independent of the reliability
(accurate or inaccurate) of the answers. Finally, except in method A with accurate answers,
method C behaves better than A and B (Err = 0.0070 and Err = 0.0243 in accurate and
inaccurate answers, respectively) even in its worst scenario (Err = 0.0333). Note that the

https://martin-thoma.com/curse-of-dimensionality/
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mean errors should be interpreted in the interval [0, 0.2857] since the maximum distance
between two normalized points in a Unit Hypercube is 2/7 (approximately 0.2857). This
indicates, for example, that the value of the error 0.0827 in case B-Random represents
approximately 28%.

Table 3. Table of mean errors of methods A-Constant Player Type, B-Random Dynamic Player Type,
and C-Our Method-Dynamic Player Type, when the questionnaire is accurately and inaccurately
answered (the two cases in rows), together with the best and worst errors obtained with method C .

Cases/Methods A—Constant B—Random C—Our Method
Constant PR(0) Dynamic PR(t) Dynamic PR(t)

Accurate Answers Case: RPT0 ' PR(0)

Mean Error (SD) 0 0.08024 (0.00052) 0.0070 (0.00166)
Worst Scenario of C 0 0.0804 0.0105
Best Scenario of C 0 0.0797 0.0029

Inaccurate Answers Case: RPT0 6' PR(0)

Mean Error (SD) 0.0311(0.00404) 0.08027 (0.00040) 0.0243 (0.00475)
Worst Scenario of C 0.0367 0.08012 0.0333
Best Scenario of C 0.0233 0.08018 0.0146

Regarding the results of the mean error in inaccurate answers, the difference between
method A (Constant Player Type) and method C (Dynamic Player Type) is 0.0068. To
analyze this difference, we conducted a statistical study. As the data are not normally
distributed (Shapiro–Wilk p-value: 0.000005421, with an effect size large ES = 0.239), we
used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired samples. Results indicate that we can
reject the null hypothesis (meanA = meanC, p < 0.0001, ES = 0.87) and then the difference
is significant.

On the other hand, the player profiles of the worst (0.0333) and best (0.0146) cases of
C in inaccurate answers were disruptor in both cases. Indeed, the disruptors, free spirit
and philanthropists/achievers player types represent the most frequent results from the
Marczewski questionnaire.

Figure 9 shows the values of a bot’s player ratings PR(t) along 180 iterations for the
best case of method C in inaccurate answers, as shown in Table 3. The real player type,
RPT0, is represented by dotted lines and colored stars (red—disruptor; green—free spirit;
yellow—philanthropist) at the end of the X axis. As can be appreciated, the disruptor
player type is the one that achieves the lowest error (distance between the red star and
the end of the red line). The first values, 0.14 and 0.21, of the two initial vectors (PR(0) ::
[0.14, 0.2, 0.17, 0.16, 0.15, 0.17, 0] RPT0:: [0.21, 0.17, 0.16, 0.16, 0.14, 0.15, 0]), and the final
value obtained, 0.21, in the vector PR(180) :: [0.21, 0.185, 0.156, 0.149, 0.136, 0.162, 0], are
the vector of player ratings in the following order :: (disruptor, free spirit, achiever, player,
socializer, philanthropist, non-player). Additionally, not only does the predominant player
type converge to its real value, but other player types that are not predominant, such as
the free spirit rating (initially at 0.20), also evolve by slightly decreasing their values with
regard to the real one (0.17).
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Figure 9. Evolution of the player rating in the best case in inaccurate answers (method C): philan-
thropist (yellow); free spirit (green); and disruptor (red).

6. Discussion

The results of our study conclude that the method A—where player type ratings are
fixed along the experience—is the best when the users thoroughly and accurately answer
the questionnaire, while our method, method C, works well in both cases (users either
accurately or inaccurately respond to it). These results are aligned with other studies that
considered player type ratings as fixed throughout the experience [4] (see method A of our
experiments). Nevertheless, previous studies did not consider the dynamic player type
method. Since it will not be possible to know whether (real) users accurately answer the
player type questionnaire in real situations, our method is the most suitable for an adaptive
gamified experience.

Our adaptive method needs information about the player type of the user at the
beginning of the experience, so we used the HEXAD player types questionnaire proposed
by [20]. It is worth noting that a recent study that describes a new method to predict player
types using gameful applications [23]. As we mentioned in Section 3, we selected 14 game
elements of the 52 presented in [24]. In the case of extending the proposal from 14 to
52 game elements, our adaptive method is still applicable, it would only be necessary to
extend the GE and GM vectors of Equations (3) and (4) and the dimensions of the matrix
M, Equation (5). Moreover, our approach is easily applicable to different player types
taxonomies such as MoMo [21], a new promising model created as a combination of others,
which will be considered in our future research.

However, our system has some limitations. Actually, it is necessary to test different
values of updating the frequency of execution of player ratings (Step 1 of the method, as can
be seen in Figure 2). Current simulations have used a frequency of one iteration every 15 s,
ensuring that changes in the bots’ behavior can be detected without overloading the system
performance, but this value can be better tuned and even more so when considering real-
life scenarios. Moreover, analyzing real users’ experiences, we could tune some constants
such as ε or the values of the matrix M to better adapt the users’ profile and the gamified
experience. Note that in the process of measuring the error Err in the simulated scenario,
the average distance between PR(t) and RPT0 is considered, and not the distance between
PR(t) and RPTt. However, it would be possible to calculate the error with respect to a
dynamic RPTt, in which case we would slightly randomly change some values of RPTt, and
therefore, from this value, the behavior of the bots (Θ,>) would be dynamically calculated.
Additionally, a simulation of a bigger change of the real player profile would be possible
since it consists of carrying out our simulation n times with a different RPT0 each time.
Indeed, the error is currently calculated as the mean of the distances between PR(t) and
RPT0 of all the types of players (see Equation (12)), which may hide the particular behavior
of individual player types (e.g., disruptor, free spirit).
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The current evaluation performed using bots should be extended to real users. Thus,
additional users’ experience data, such as the course and activities completion rate and
users’ satisfaction, could be used to analyze the effectiveness of the method. The current
case study, which is a short course composed of a few activities developed during a short
period of time, is somehow limited in terms of the number of collected opinions and inter-
actions. Our method should be applied to other larger gamified systems. Additionally, our
method has a limited representation of user engagement behavior using just interactions,
interaction speed and opinions. However, considering the more sophisticated variables
in the definition of the interaction index, such as eye tracking, cursor tracking or emo-
tion recognition could help us reveal more information about the real player type during
the experience.

7. Conclusions

This research proposes a method to present game elements to users that fit their profile
(player type). However, instead of taking a (static) picture of the profile at the beginning
of the experience, we consider how it may change over the course of gamified activities.
The method calculates the utility of showing a game element to the user based on their
evolved player type (PT), their interactions with game elements, and the scores given by
the users to those game elements. We developed a case study in the educative context, a
course integrated on Nanomoocs, a massive open online course (MOOC) platform. We also
present a preliminary simulation of the system using bots. A bot simulated three different
methods: constant player type ratings, random dynamic player type ratings, and dynamic
player type ratings, where the player type is recomputed using players’ interactions and
opinions at each step of the iterative method. The evaluation shows positive results as the
comparative analysis of our proposal yields lower errors when converging towards the
real player type for both cases with accurate and inaccurate answers in the player type
questionnaire (mean ± SD with accurate answers–mean ± SD with inaccurate answers)
(0.0070 ± 0.00166–0.0243 ± 0.00475) than the static player type (0 ± 0–0.0311 ± 0.00404)
and the dynamic random player type (0.08024 ± 0.00052–0.08027 ± 0.00040). Note that the
method of static player type with accurate answers gives 0 error because it is a static profile
using accurate values of player types. In this paper, we evaluated the bots’ simulations
defining the error as a mean of distances between the current and real player type vectors.
In future works, we plan to perform an in-depth analysis of the simulation error of each
individual component of these vectors. Further work is planned to also include tests with
users and incorporate new inputs to our method such as emotions and activity completion.
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